
ENTRANCE
The shortest route to our office is not via the main 

entrance but via the side entrance that you find 

by navigating to Schiehavenkade 120. You will see 

a Q-park garage and Albert Heijn at the head of 

the building. On the side of the Albert Heijn, at the 

start of large black stairs, you see a glass sliding 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
From Rotterdam Central station: take the 

center exit and walk to the left, to the Weena 

tram stop, platform e. Here you take tram 8 in 

the direction of Spangen. Get off at the Pieter de 

Hoochweg stop and walk for another 6 minutes to 

Schiehavenkade 120. As soon as you see the Albert 

Heijn, follow the instructions as described above 

(Entrance) to enter the building.

CYCLING / WALKING
Navigate to Schiehavenkade 120, Rotterdam. 

As soon as you see the Albert Heijn, follow the 

instructions as described above (Entrance) to 

enter the building.

From Schiedam Centrum station: take the 

center exit and walk to the metro, platform 2. 

Take metro line A towards Binnenhof and get 

off at the Coolhaven stop. Walk 10 minutes to 

Schiehavenkade 120 and as soon as you see the 

Albert Heijn, follow the instructions as described 

above (Entrance) to enter the building.

Schiehavenkade 280, 

3024 EZ, Rotterdam

door with a red sign with Schiecentrale above 

it. Next to the sliding door is a silver bell, spin it 

and look for Label A number 280, ring the bell by 

pushing it down. Then take the elevator to the 8th 

floor. Ring the bell again and walk to the right when 

the door opens. You have arrived at number 280!

PARKING THE CAR
Navigate to Schiehavenkade 120, Rotterdam. You can park in the Q-park garage, or on the street.

Q-park garage: drive into the garage, all the way 

to the end and go up to P1 or P2. There are exits 

on 2 sides of the garage, you have to be at the 

side where “Hoge schijf” is mentioned. Next to the 

door is a silver bell, spin it and look for Label A or 

number 280, ring the bell by pushing it down.  

Take the elevator to the 8th floor, ring the bell 

again and walk to the left when the door opens. 

You have arrived at number 280!

Street: you can pay at a parking meter of the 

municipality. It is located at the corner of the 

street, right between Verhip and Stroom.  

Of course you can also use a parking app,  

choose parking zone 560 for this. After parking, 

follow the instructions as described above 

(Entrance) to enter the building.


